Abstract| This paper investigates the visualization of geometric algorithms. We discuss how limiting the domain makes it possible to create a system that enables others to use it easily. Knowledge about the domain can be very helpful in building a system which automates large parts of the user's task. A system can be designed to isolate the user from any concern about how graphics is done. The application need only specify \what" happens and need not be concerned with \how" to make it happen on the screen. We develop a conceptual model and a framework for experimenting with it. We also present a system, GASP, which implements this model. GASP allows quick generation of three-dimensional geometric algorithm visualizations, even for highly complex algorithms. It also provides a visual debugging facility for geometric computing. We show the utility of GASP by presenting a variety of examples.
I. Introduction
The visualization of mathematical concepts goes back to the early days of graphics hardware 21 22] . The limiting force has been the di culty of generating the graphics for such animations.
The main principle guiding our work is that algorithm designers want to visualize their algorithms but are limited by current tools. In particular, visualizations would be less rare if the e ort to create them was little. In the past, visualizations have been produced by developing sophisticated software for a particular situation but there Ayellet Tal is with the Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science at the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel. E-mail: ayellet@wisdom.weizmann.ac.il. This work was done at Princeton University.
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has been little movement towards more widely usable systems.
By limiting our domain we are able to create such a system that enables others to use it easily. We have chosen the domain of computational geometry to build a system that greatly facilitates the visualization of algorithms regardless of their complexity. The visual nature of geometry makes it one of the areas of computer science that can bene t greatly from visualization. Even the simple task of imagining in the mind a three-dimensional geometric construction can be hard. In many cases the dynamics of the algorithm must be understood to grasp the algorithm, and even a simple animation can assist the geometer.
We describe in this paper our system, GASP (Geometric Animation System, Princeton). We present the conceptual model that underlies the development and implementation of our system, and we demonstrate its utility in a series of snapshots taken from a videotape 30].
Three major objectives set GASP apart from other animation systems (e.g., Balsa 8], Balsa-II 5], 6], Tango 27] , and Zeus 7] ).
GASP allows the very quick creation of three dimensional algorithm visualizations. A typical animation can be produced in a matter of days or even hours. In particular, GASP allows the fast prototyping of algorithm animations. Even highly complex geometric algorithms can be animated with ease. This is an important point, because it is our view that complicated algorithms are those that gain the most from visualization. To create an animation, it is su cient to write a few dozen lines of code. Providing a visual debugging facility for geometric computing is one of the major goals of the GASP project. Geometric algorithms can be very complex and hard to implement. Typical geometric code is often heavily pointerbased and thus standard debuggers are notoriously inadequate for it. In addition, running geometric code is plagued by problems of ro-bustness and degeneracies. There are many ways in which the system can be used. First, it can be used simply as an illustration tool for geometric constructions. Second, standalone videotapes to accompany talks and classes can be created by GASP. Third, GASP can ease the task of debugging. Fourth, GASP can signicantly enhance the study of algorithms by allowing students to interact and experiment with the animations. Fifth, GASP enables users to create animations to attach to their documents.
Computational geometers describe con gurations of geometric objects either through ASCII text as generated by symbolic computing tools (e.g., Mathematica 34] ) or through hand drawn gures created with a graphics editor. Our system o ers an alternative to this by allowing the geometer to feed ASCII data into a simple program and get a three-dimensional dynamic (as well as static) visualization of objects.
Often, the dynamics of the algorithm must be understood. Animations can assist the geometer and be a powerful adjunct to a technical paper. With GASP, generating an animation requires no knowledge of computer graphics. The interaction with the system is tuned to the user's area of expertise, i.e., geometry.
Until recently, most researchers have been reluctant to implement, let alone visualize, their algorithms. In large part, this has been due to the di culty in using graphics systems added to the di culty of implementing geometric algorithms. This combination made it a major e ort to animate even the simplest geometric algorithm. Our system can ease some of the unique hardships of coding and debugging geometric algorithms. The inherent di culty in checking a geometric object (e.g., listing vertices, edges, and faces of a polyhedron) in a debugger can be eliminated once it becomes possible to view the object. In practice, a simple feature such as being able to visualize a geometric object right before a bug causes the program to crash is an invaluable debugging tool.
Visualization can have a great impact in education. Watching and interacting with an algorithm can enhance the understanding, give insight into geometry, and explain the intuition behind the algorithm. The environment in which the animation runs is designed to be simple and e ective. The viewer is able to observe, interact, and experiment with the animation.
An important consideration in the design of GASP is the support of enclosures of animations in online documents. GASP movies can be converted into MPEG movies which can be included in Mosaic documents. The reader of such a document can click on the icon and see the animation. For the viewer it takes no more work to view an animation and the e ect is better.
In the next section we describe the conceptual model upon which GASP was built. In Sections III and IV we present the speci cation of the system. We focus on the ways the system meets the needs of both the geometer and the viewer. In Section V we describe, through examples, how our system has been used in various scenarios. Section VI discusses some implementation issues. We summarize and mention open problems in Section VII. This paper is an enhanced version of 31].
II. Conceptual Model
Previous algorithm animation systems (e.g., 5], 6], 7], 27]) have dealt with the general case and thus have attempted to solve many problems at once. They have not made any assumptions about the type of objects and the kind of operations that make up the building blocks of the animations. As a result, no knowledge could be used in the creation of the animation. For example, suppose a user wants to animate a sorting algorithm. First, the user needs to decide how the elements should look -rectangles, cubes or maybe cylinders, and generate them. Then, the user has to design and implement the animation of the operations that make up the algorithm, in this case, the compare and swap operations. There are many possible ways to do it.
An animation system for a restricted domain can be vastly superior to a general-case system. Knowledge about the entities and the operations in this domain can be very helpful in building an animation system which produces animations signi cantly more easily. Appropriate ways to visualize the entities and to animate the operations can be embedded in the system. Thus, large parts of the user's task can be automated. In this case, a system can be designed to isolate the user from any concern about how graphics is done.
One of the major departures of our work from previous work is the elimination of the animator. We de ne a conceptual model which allows us to do this. The main principle behind our model is that programmers should be freed from having to design and implement the visual aspects of the animation, and can concentrate solely on the contents of the animation. This is important not only because the job of implementing an animation is time-consuming, but also because it involves graphics design, an area the user is not usually familiar with.
The ability to automate the process of generating animations is very useful for most users. However, some might nd it too restrictive and would like to be able to change it. We therefore de ne a hierarchy of users. While previous systems identi ed two types of clients, end-users and client-programmers, we identify three distinct user types for any such system, end-users, naiveprogrammers, and advanced-programmers.
1. As before, end-users want to experiment with an algorithm to understand its functioning. End-users should be able to run the application (i.e., see the animation) as an interactive experience. That is, it should be possible to play the animation at slow or fast speed, to run it backwards, to pause and alter the objects being considered, and to run the animation on an input of the user's choosing among other things. 2. Naive application programmers want a system which makes generic animation of algorithms as easy as possible. The naiveprogrammer is not concerned with the presentation aspects of the animation and can choose to be isolated from any decisions of a graphical nature. Typically, the naive programmer needs the animation for one of three purposes. The animation aids in the debugging process, it helps for exploring research ideas, or it serves as a prototype animation and will be re ned later on. 3. Advanced programmers want, in addition, to be able to easily modify and extend various visualization aspects of the animation. A major concern when generating animations automatically is that the outcome might be di erent from what is most useful to the user and might not t the programmer's taste. It is therefore necessary to provide a way to modify the animation. The advanced programmer should be able to change the style of the animation without having to implement additional code. To understand these levels, one can draw an analogy with document processing systems. The end-user need not know how the animation was produced. By analogy, the reader of a document does not care about how it was created. The second user is the application writer. The application writer is analogous to the text preparer who typically uses the default style settings of a system. The creator of the document is concerned more with the text the paper includes and less with the visual aspects such as the selection of margins, spacings, and fonts. Similarly, the application writer is concerned with the contents of the animation rather than with its visual aspects. Finally, there are times when the creator of the animation does want to change the viewing aspects (e.g., colors) of the animation. By analogy, there are times when the writer of a document would like to change fonts and margins. Systems such as L a T E X 17] provide this exibility. The user can change many defaults by creating personal style les of L a T E X . To do it, the user needs additional knowledge. This is the third type of user, the advanced programmer.
We de ne a similar interface for animating algorithms. The interface we propose in response to these needs consists of library calls for the naiveprogrammer and external ASCII style les for the advanced programmer. The idea of using style les in not new in computer graphics (e.g., see 3]). Its use in animation systems, however, is novel. The naive-programmer writes short snippets of C code to de ne the structure of the animation. The animation system knows how to generate an appropriate animation from this C code. The advanced programmer can edit an ASCII style le to control the visual aspects of the animation. The animation is still generated automatically by the animation system. But, a di erent animation will be created, if the style le is modi ed. Editing the style le allows experimentation with various animations for a given algorithm.
Thus, any animation has four components:
The algorithm animation system.
The algorithm implementation. Hooks to the animation system within the algorithm implementation. Style les. The programmer need never be concerned with the algorithm animation system. The algorithm implementation is something that would have to be done anyways. Creating the hooks is the main task of the animator. The use of style les is optional.
We believe that the model we suggest is general enough and can be applied to other constrained domains. Only the types of objects and supported operations should be replaced. The structure of the system and the user interfaces should not be changed.
III. GASP's Language
GASP is an algorithm animation system for the domain of computational geometry, which implements the conceptual model presented in the previous section.
Recall that there are two types of programmers: naive-programmers and advanced-programmers. Naive-programmer are concerned only with the contents of the animation, whereas advancedprogrammers care also about the visual aspects of the animation. Naive-programmers need to write brief snippets of C code to de ne the structure of the animation. The code includes only manipulations of objects and modi cations of data structures. This code contains calls to GASP's library. Style les are used by advanced-programmers to change from default aspects of the animation to other options. In this section we introduce the programmer interface that GASP provides.
A. Naive-Programmer Interface GASP's library is a set of building blocks that enable us to write animations with minimal effort. All we need to do is write short snippets of C code, and GASP makes sure that they are powerful enough to generate an animation. To do this, we follow two principles: First, the programmer does not need to have any knowledge of computer graphics. Second, we distinguish between what is being animated and how it is animated. The application speci es what happens (The What) and need not be concerned with how to make it happen on the screen (The How). For example, the creation of a polyhedron is di erent from the way it is made to appear through the animation. It can be created by fading into the scene, by traveling into its location, etc. The code includes only the what, but not any of the visualization issues, such as the way each operation animates, the look of the objects, or the colors.
The scenes of interest to us are built out of geometric objects and displays of data structures. Typical geometric objects are lines, points, polygons, spheres, cylinders and polyhedra. Typical data structures include lists and trees of various forms. The operations applied to these objects depend upon their types. A standard animation in the domain of computational geometry is built out of these building blocks.
The parameter data required by GASP is part of the algorithm being animated. To make its use easy, GASP requires only very simple data types: integers, oats, chars, arrays of integers or oats, and strings. We avoid using more complex data structures (e.g., a more complex data structure which represents a polyhedron) in order to keep the start-up time minimal.
GASP's library contains four classes of operations -operations on objects, atomic units, motion, and undo.
A.1 Operations on Objects
GASP's objects include three-dimensional geometric objects, two dimensional geometric objects, combinatorial objects, views, text, and titles. Objects can be created, removed, and modi ed. They can also be copied, grouped, and ungrouped.
We use the Create XXX function to create an object of the type XXX. Each Create function has di erent parameters, which are suitable to the object being created. For example, to create a line GASP expects the two end-points of the line as parameters whereas to create a polyhedron GASP needs the number of vertices of the polyhedron, the number of faces, the speci cation of the vertices, and that of the faces. Each Create function has its own default way to animate. A polyhedron fades into the scene, a point blinks in order to attract attention, and a tree is created level after level starting from the root.
We use Remove object to remove an object from the scene. An object is removed in the reverse fashion to the way it is being created. For example, a polyhedron fades out from the scene, a point blinks, and a tree is removed level after level, starting from the leaves and working its way to the root. Each object is related to one or more modi cation functions which are appropriate for this object. For example, we can add faces to a polyhedron, but naturally there is no equivalent operation for atomic objects such as spheres.
Copy object creates an exact copy of the object. This function is very useful when displaying an algorithm in multiple views. We can create multiple copies of the objects, and manipulate them in distinct ways in the various views.
The Group function creates an object which contains an ordered list of child objects. Grouping allows us to isolate e ects (e.g., motion) to a speci c set of objects. The reverse function, Ungroup, is also available.
Three-dimensional geometric objects: Typical objects embedded in three-space include spheres, cylinders, cubes, cones, planes, lines, points, line-sets, point-set, sweep-lines, polyhedra, and meshes. A mesh represents a three-dimensional shape formed by constructing faces from given vertices.
Meshes and polyhedra are unique objects, being non-atomic. Six special functions on meshes are supported by GASP: Split mesh removes vertices from a mesh, together with their related cones of faces. This operation is animated by rst creating new meshes -a cone for every removed vertex. The new cones travel away from the initial mesh, creating black holes in it. Each cone travels in the direction of the vector which is the di erence between the vertex (which created the cone) and the center of the split mesh. Attach mesh to mesh attaches a few meshes to each other. This operation is visualized in the reversed way to the split operation. The meshes travel towards a chosen mesh, until they meet. Bind mesh to mesh is similar to the attach operation, with one di erence. At the end of the binding process, we get a single object. Add faces adds new faces to a mesh and is displayed, by default, by fading in. Remove faces is the opposite operation. Add vertices adds new vertices to a given mesh. Two-dimensional geometric objects: Typical objects embedded in two-dimensions include circles, rectangles, elliptic arcs, lines, points, linesets, point-set, sweep-lines, polygons, and splinedpolygons.
Here again, GASP supports a few types of displays for each object, one of them is the default. For example, a polygon can be lled or not, twodimensional objects can be highlighted by using related three-dimensional objects (e.g., cylinders can highlight edges and spheres can highlight vertices), etc.
Combinatorial objects: Combinatorial objects include lists and trees of various types (binary or not, red-black trees etc.).
Unlike geometric objects, combinatorial objects do not have an evident visual representation. A tree can either be presented in two dimensions or in three. GASP can layout a tree in both ways, but will usually prefer the novel three-dimensional style in which the nodes which belong to the same level of the tree reside on a single cycle; the radius of the cycles increase as the level of the tree increases. The creation of a tree is visualized, by default, by fading in the nodes, level after level, starting at the root. Similarly, lists can be displayed in two dimensions (e.g., using rectangles) or in three dimensions (e.g., using cubes).
In addition to the creation and deletion of trees and lists, GASP supports the addition of nodes, and the removal of nodes and subtrees.
Views: A view is more than a window used for rendering. Built on top of Inventor's Examinerviewer 28], a view contains a camera and a light model. It also contains buttons and thumbwheels that allows use of the mouse to modify the camera placement in the scene.
Text and titles: Text objects and title objects de ne text strings to be rendered to the screen. We can annotate our graphics with text. Titles ease the creation of videotapes.
By default, we use two-dimensional text and titles, though three-dimensional is supported as well. Text appears on the screen as one unit, while titles show up line by line. The default fonts and font sizes vary.
A.2 Atomic Units
Every logical phase of an algorithm can involve several operations, which should be animated concurrently. We can isolate phases of the algorithm by grouping primitives into logical phases, called atomic units. We use the Begin atomic -End atomic phrase to enclose the operations which belong to the same logical phase, and GASP executes their animation as a single unit.
For example, if adding a new face to a polyhedron, creating a new plane, and rotating a third object constitute one logical unit, these operations are animated as one unit. GASP would concurrently fade in the new faces of the polyhedron, fade in the plane, and rotate the cylinder. The code that generates this animation is:
Begin_atomic("Example"); Add_faces("Poly", face_no, faces); Create_plane("Plane", point1, point2, point3, point4); Rotate_object("ThirdObj"); End_atomic(); Some properties of atomic units: Like any other object in the system, atomic units are named. Using names (rather than IDs) not only makes the interaction between the programmer and the system more natural, but also allows the end-user to follow the unfolding of the algorithm by listing the names of algorithm's atomic units (assuming that appropriate names have been used). Atomic units can be nested. To nest atomic units within each other, we use the Start late or the Finish early functions. Start late declares when, within the nesting atomic unit, GASP should start animating the current unit. Finish early declares when, within the nesting unit, GASP should terminate the animation of the current atomic unit. Finally, each atomic unit can be accompanied with text and voice which elucidate the events happening during this unit. Since an atomic unit represents a logical phase of the algorithm, this is the appropriate unit to attach explanations to.
A.3 Motion
Smooth motion is a major component of any animation. Motion can be applied to either a single object (or a set of objects, after grouping them), or to the camera. When the camera moves, the whole scene changes.
GASP supports ve types of motion. We use the Rotate obj or the Rotate world primitives in order to rotate an object or the camera respectively in terms of an axis and an angle. We use Scale world or Scale obj to scale an object in x; y; z factors. We use Translate world or Translate obj to move an object in x; y; z. We use LinearPath world or LinearPath obj to oat an object on a linear path. We use Path world or Path obj to oat an object on a B ezier curve. For the last two operations, we need only specify the positions through which the object moves and GASP calculates the exact path through which an object oats.
All the motion primitives are visualized smoothly. For example, a rotation is done gradually, until the desired angle is achieved.
A.4 Undo
We use the undo operation to play the animation backwards. The undo operation takes as a parameter the number of atomic units to be reversed. GASP knows how to reverse visually each primitive within an atomic unit.
B. Advanced-Programmer Interface
Each operation supported by GASP generates a piece of animation which demonstrates the speci c operation in a suitable way. If a programmer wants freedom to accommodate personal taste, the parameters of the animation can be modi ed by editing a \Style File". The animation is still generated automatically by the system but a di erent animation will be generated if the style le is modi ed. The style le a ects the animation, not the implementation.
Large number of parameters can be changed in the style le. Those parameters can be set either globally, for the whole animation, or for each atomic unit separately. We describe some of these parameters here.
B.1 Visualizing Primitives
Each primitive supported by GASP can be animated in several ways, one of which is the default that GASP chooses. However, a parameter can be set in the style le to change from a default visualization to an optional one.
For instance, objects can be created in various ways: by fading in, by scaling up to their full size, by traveling into the scene, by blinking, by growing -adding one feature after the other (e.g., a tree grows level after level, a mesh grows by adding the faces one at a time), or by appearing at once at the scene. A reasonable subset of the above visualizations is allowed for each of the objects. We can choose our favorite option by editing one line in the style le.
B.2 Visualizing Objects
Objects can be rendered in various fashions. For example, numerous ways exist to present meshes. A mesh can be at, smooth, or wire-framed. The edges of a mesh can be displayed or not. The same is true for its vertices. A mesh can be opaque or transparent to some degree. Di erent normals dened for the faces of the mesh in uence the colors of the faces. We can modify all those parameters.
Special attention is given to the issue of colors. \Color is the most sophisticated and complex of the visible language components" 20]. GASP chooses colors for the objects and for the features it creates. GASP maintains palettes of preselected colors, and picks colors which are appropriate for the device they are presented on (i.e., screen or video). This is especially important for inexperienced users.
Colors are assigned to objects (or other features such as faces of a polyhedron) on the basis of their creation time. That is, every logical phase of the algorithm is associated with an unused color, and the objects created during that phase get this color. This scheme allows us to group related elements and to make it clear to the observer how the algorithm progresses from phase to phase. Those colors can be changed in the style le.
B.3 Visualizing Motion
The parameters for the motion operations can be also altered in the style le. We can change the axis of the rotation and its angle, the amount of translation or scale, the number of key-frames of a path, etc.
B.4 Miscellaneous
There are many other important parameters for any animation. For instance, we are able to specify in the style le whether the animation is running on the screen or on the video. This is so, because colors look very di erent on both devices. If we want colors that look good on a video, we must use less saturated colors. GASP knows how to generate appropriate set of colors.
As another example, we can add one line to the style le which tells GASP to stop after every frame and execute a given script le. We found this option to be very useful. We could record a movie frame by frame by writing a suitable script le. We could generate MPEG movies from GASP movies, by providing yet another script le that converted each frame.
B.5 Style File Example
The following is part of the style le for an animation which will be discussed in a later section. The style le determines the following aspects of the animation. The background color is light gray. The colors to be chosen by GASP are colors which t the creation of a video (rather than the screen). Each atomic unit spans 30 frames, that is, the operations within an atomic unit are divided into 30 increments of change. If the scene needs to be scaled, the objects will become 0.82 of their original size. Rotation of the world is done 20 degrees around the Y axis. The atomic unit pluck is executed over 100 frames, instead of over 30. The colors of the faces to be added in the atomic unit add faces are green. Note that the syntax of the style le is eminently simple.
IV. GASP's Environment
The interactive environment is a primary part of the GASP system. It allows researchers, programmers, and students to explore the behavior of their geometric algorithms. It is designed to be simple and e ective, and to allow the viewer to observe, interact, and experiment with the animation.
The GASP environment, illustrated in Fig. 1 , consists of a Control Panel through which the student controls the execution of the animation, several windows where the algorithm runs, called the Algorithm Windows, along with a Text Window which explains the algorithm. The control panel, at the upper left of Fig. 1 , lets us explore the animation at our own pace. It uses the VCR metaphor, to make the interaction intuitive, familiar, and easy.
We might want to stop the animation at various points of its execution. Sometimes we would like to fast-forward through the easy parts and single-step through the hard ones to facilitate our understanding. We may want to \rewind" the algorithm in order to observe the confusing parts of the algorithm multiple times. We may need to PAUSE at any time to suspend the execution of the algorithm or to EJECT the movie. GASP's environment allows us to do all these.
B. The Algorithm Window
We observe the algorithm in the algorithm windows (at the bottom of Fig. 1 ). Algorithm windows use Inventor's Examiner-Viewer 28] and thus are decorated with thumbwheels and push buttons.
Thumbwheels let us rotate and scale the scene. We use the left thumbwheel for a screen X rotation. We use the bottom thumbwheel for a screen Y rotation. We use the right thumbwheel for dolly (in and out of screen). We use the zoom slider on the bottom to change the camera height (orthographics) or the height-angle (perspective).
The push buttons at the right-hand side of the algorithm window do the following operations. We click the help button to display a help card for the viewer. We push the home button to reset the camera to a "home" position. We push the set home button to set a new home position. We click the view all button to reposition the camera so that all objects become visible. The seek button makes the camera animate to the center of the selected object.
The left-hand side push buttons give us information about the algorithm and the animation. The ls button lists the objects currently appearing on the screen. The obj button prints a description of a chosen object. For example, when a polyhedron is picked, its vertices and faces are printed out. The lu button lists the atomic units. The xf button prints the current transformation of either a selected object or the global transformation. The lpr button creates a snapshot le of the screen. Using the lpr option, we can create pictures to annotate our papers.
C. The Text Window
We can read about the algorithm and the animation in the text window (at the upper right of Fig.  1) . The text window lets the client-programmer accompany the animation running on the screen with verbal explanations. Text can elucidate the events and direct the viewer's attention to speci c details. Every atomic unit is associated with a piece of text which explains the events occurring during this unit. When the current atomic unit changes, the text in the window changes accordingly. Voice is also supported by GASP. The viewer can listen to the explanations that appear in the text window.
V. GASP in Action
In this section we describe di erent scenarios for which we produced animations to accompany geometric papers. Excerpts from the animations are given in a videotape 30]. For each case we present the problem of study, the goal in creating the animation and the animation itself.
A. Building and Using Polyhedral Hierarchies
This algorithm, which is based on 11], 12], builds an advanced data structure for a polyhedron and uses it for intersecting a polyhedron and a plane. The main component of the algorithm is a preprocessing method for convex polyhedra in 3D which creates a linear-size data structure for the polyhedron called its Hierarchical Representation. Using hierarchical representations, polyhedra can be searched (i.e., tested for intersection with planes) and merged (i.e., tested for pairwise intersection) in logarithmic time. The basic geometric primitive used in constructing the hierarchical representation is called the Pluck: Given a polyhedron, P 0 , we build a polyhedron, P 1 , by removing vertices in V (P 0 ) ? V (P 1 ). The cones of faces attached to the vertices are also removed. This leaves holes in the polyhedron P 0 . These holes are retriangulated in a convex fashion. Repetition of plucking on the polyhedron P 1 creates a new polyhedron, P 2 . The sequence P 0 P 1 P 2 ... P n forms the hierarchical representation.
There were two goals for creating the animation ( 13] ). First, we wanted to create a video that explains the data structure and the algorithm for educational reasons. Second, since the algorithm for detecting plane-polyhedral intersection had not been implemented before, we wanted the animation as an aid in debugging the implementation.
The animation explains how the hierarchy is constructed and then how it is used. For the rst of these we explain a single pluck and then show how the hierarchy progresses from level to level.
First, we show a single pluck. The animation begins by rotating the polyhedron to identify it to the user (Fig. 2) . Next we highlight a vertex and lift its cone of faces by moving them away from the polyhedron (Fig. 3) . Then, we add the new triangulation to the hole created (Fig. 4) . Finally, we remove the triangulation and reattach the cone, to explain that plucking is reversible. This is done in our system by the following piece of C code, which is up to the creator of the animation to write. explain_pluck(int poly_vert_no, float (*poly_vertices) 3], int poly_face_no, long *poly_faces, char *poly_names ], int vert_no, int *vertices, int face_no, long *faces) { /* create and rotate the polyhedron */ Begin_atomic("poly"); Create_polyhedron("P0", poly_vert_no, poly_face_no, poly_vertices, poly_faces); Rotate_world(); End_atomic(); /* remove vertices and cones */ Begin_atomic("pluck"); Split_polyhedron(poly_names, "P0", vert_no, vertices); End_atomic(); /* add new faces */ Begin_atomic("add_faces"); Add_faces(poly_names 0], face_no, faces); End_atomic(); /* undo plucking */ Undo(2); } Each of the operations described above is a single GASP primitive. Create polyhedron fades in the given polyhedron. Rotate world makes the scene spin. Split polyhedron highlights the vertex and splits the polyhedron as described above. Add faces fades in the new faces. Undo removes the triangulation and brings the cone back to the polyhedron.
Notice that the code does not include the graph- ics. Coloring, fading, traveling, speed, etc. are not mentioned in the code. In the related style le these operations are controlled. This allows the user to experiment with the animation without modifying and recompiling the code.
After explaining a single pluck, the next step is to show the pluck of an independent set of vertices. This is no more di cult than a single pluck and is achieved by the following code. Here again we use the style le to choose speeds at which cones move out, faces fade in, the scene spins, etc. We also use the style le to choose a next color that contrasts the new faces with those that are preserved.
We found GASP to be very helpful in implementing the algorithm for detecting planepolyhedron intersections. Bugs we were not aware of showed up in the animation (e.g., we got nonconvex polyhedra as part of the hierarchical representation). We also found GASP's environment to be very useful. When debugging the algorithm, it is necessary to watch earlier stages of the animation (the construction process) which set state variables that are needed by later stages. The control panel of GASP allows us to fast-forward over these initial fragments to get to the section of interest. Single-stepping through the section under consideration and rewinding are also highly valuable tools.
B. Objects that Cannot be Taken Apart with Two
Hands This animation is based on 26]. This paper shows a con guration of six tetrahedra that cannot be taken apart by translation with two hands (Fig.  5) . Then, it presents a con guration of thirty objects that cannot be taken apart by applying an isometry to any proper subset (Fig. 6) . The ASCII data of the con gurations was produced by using Mathematica.
The purpose of the animation is to illustrate the use of GASP as an illustration tool for geometric con gurations. It took us far less than a day to generate that animation. The increased understanding from a moving animation is signi cant.
The animation has two parts. Each one of them shows one of the con gurations described above. Each part begins by fading each object which belong to the con guration, in turn, into the scene. The colors of the objects vary. After all the objects appear in the scene, the scene rotates so that the con guration as a whole can be examined.
The animation is produced by the following brief C function. In the code below, except for get polyhedron, the other functions belong to GASP. The function get polyhedron reads the ASCII data for each object from a le. Create polyhedron is responsible for fading in a single object. Rotate world causes the scene to spin. , is a short clip from an animation ( 29] ) which shows a line segment intersection algorithm in action and illustrates its most important features. The goal is to use the animation as an aid in explaining a highly complex algorithm. The viewer of the animation can not only control the execution of the animation but can also choose the input by editing an ASCII le containing the initial line segments. This example also illustrates the use of GASP in creating two-dimensional animations. In a matter of days we generated the animation.
The animation runs in three phases. The rst phase presents the initial line segments and the visibility map that needs to be built (Fig. 7) . The second phase demonstrates that the visibility map is being constructed by operating in a sweepline fashion, scanning the segments from left to right, and maintaining the visibility map of the region swept along the way (Fig. 8) . Finally, a third pass through the algorithm is made, demonstrating that the cross section along the sweepline is maintained in a lazy fashion, meaning that the nodes of the tree representing the cross section might correspond to segments stranded past the sweepline (Fig. 9) .
In the rst pass of the animation, red line segments fade into the scene. While they fade out, a green visibility map fades in on top of them, to illustrate the correlation between the segments and the map. Yellow points, representing the \in-teresting" events of the algorithm, then blink. At that point, the scene is cleared and the second pass through the algorithm begins.
During the second pass the viewer can watch as the sweep-line advances by rolling to its new position (the gray line in Fig. 8 ). The animation also demonstrates how the map is built -new subsegments fade in in blue, and then change their color to green to become a part of the already-built visibility map.
The third pass adds more information about the process of constructing the map by showing how the the red-black tree which is maintained by the algorithm changes. The animation also presents the \walks" on the map (marked in yellow in Fig.  9 ).
There are only eleven GASP's calls necessary for D. Heapsort Though GASP was originally meant to facilitate animations that involve three-dimensional geometric computation, we found that the interface we provide actually facilitates the animation of any algorithm that involves the display of three dimensional geometry, among them many of the algorithms in 25]. To show the added power of the system, we chose to animate heapsort.
Heapsort is an e cient sorting algorithm that is de ned from the basic operations on heaps. The idea is to build a heap containing the elements to be sorted and then remove them all in order.
In the animation, each element is represented as a cylinder whose height is proportional to its key value. The elements rst appear in an array and then it is demonstrated how the array can be looked upon as a tree. From this point, the animation shows two views of the heap -one as an array and the other as a tree displayed in three dimensions (Fig. 10) . The next step of the animation is to build a heap out of the tree in a bottom up fashion (Fig. 11) . Whenever two elements switch positions, they switch in both views. After the heap is built, the rst and the last element switch and the heap is rearranged. At the end, when the array is sorted, the colors of the elements are \sorted" as well (Fig. 12) .
VI. Implementation GASP is written in C and runs under UNIX on a Silicon Graphics Iris. It is built on top of Inventor 28] and Motif/Xt 14]. GASP consists of two processes which communicate with each other through messages, as shown in Fig. 13 . Process 1 includes the collection of procedures which make up the programmer interface. Process 2 is responsible for executing the animation and handling the viewer's input.
The application's code initiates calls to procedures which belong to Process 1. Process 1 prepares one or more messages containing the type of the operation required and the relevant information for that operation and sends it to Process 2. Upon receiving the message, Process 2 updates its internal data structure or executes the animation, and sends an acknowledgement to Process 1. The acknowledgement includes internal IDs of the objects (if necessary). Process 1, which is waiting for that message, updates the hash table of objects and returns to the application's code. This hand-shaking approach has a few advantages. First, it enables the user to visualize the scene at the time when the calls to the system's functions occur and thus facilitates debugging. Since rendering is done within an event mainloop, it is otherwise di cult to return to the application after each call. Second, compilation becomes very quick since the 'heavy' code is in the process the application does not link to. Finally, the user's code cannot corrupt GASP's code and vice versa. This is an important point, because one of the major goals of GASP is to ease debugging. During debugging, it is always a problem to gure out whose bug is it -the application's or the system's.
Process 2, which is responsible for the graphics, works in an event mainloop. We use Inventor's Timer-Sensor to update the graphics. This sensor goes o at regular intervals. Every time it goes o , Process 2 checks which direction the animation is running. If it is running forwards, it checks whether there is still work to do updating the animation (if yes, it does it) or it is at the point when further instructions from Process 1 are needed. In the latter case, it checks to see whether there is a message sent by Process 1. It keeps accepting messages, updating its internal data structure, and con rming the acceptance of messages until it gets an END ATOMIC message. At that point, Process 2 starts executing all the commands speci ed for the atomic unit. It informs the rst process upon termination. If the animation is running backwards, it updates the animation according to the phase it is in.
VII. Conclusions GASP has been built as an animation system for computational geometry. Geometric algorithms can be highly complex, hard to implement and debug, and di cult to grasp. The visual nature of geometry makes animations extremely helpful. Researchers can use the system as an aid in exploring new ideas; programmers can use it as a debugging tool; students can enhance their understanding of the studied algorithm and get some intuition into the way it operates.
GASP is a demonstration of a concept. Picking a small domain makes it possible to create an animation system that enables others to use it easily. In a well-de ned domain, we can use knowledge about the kinds of objects and operations that need to be visualized. In this case, it becomes practical to hide the graphics system from the user and to automate the creation of the animation. All the user needs to specify is the logical operations that need to be visualized (i.e., the what), but not how to do it (i.e., the how).
We also recognize that any algorithm animation system has various types of users with di ering needs. The naive programmer would like to produce a \quick-and-dirty" animation to check out ideas or for debugging purposes. The naive programmer need not have any knowledge of computer graphics. The code includes only manipulations of objects and modi cations of data structures. The algorithm animation system makes heuristic guesses for the way the animation should appear. The advanced programmer would like to have a say in the way the animation looks. The advanced programmer experiments with the animation by editing an ASCII style le, without ever modifying or compiling the code. The end-user would like to experiment with a nished animation. An algorithm animation system should serve these varying levels of user-types by providing dis-tinct interfaces. GASP supports these levels.
Limiting the domain and providing multiple suitable interfaces make it possible to create an algorithm animation system that allows users to quickly create animations. With GASP, a typical animation can be generated in a very short time. This is true even for highly complex geometric algorithms. This is important because complex algorithms are those that bene t the most from being visualized.
We have shown several animations of geometric algorithms. The system is now at the stage where other people are starting to use it. In fact, three 4], 10], 30] out of the eight segments of animations which appeared in the Third Annual Video Review of Computational Geometry were created by GASP. Two of them were created by the geometers who made movies describing their newly discovered algorithms. They took less than a week to produce. We consider it to be a very short time for a rst use of a system. The system is now available for ftp.
In the future, GASP can be expanded to support four-dimensional space. This can be an invaluable tool for research and education. We would like to experiment with GASP in an actual classroom. We believe that animations can be used as a central part of teaching computational geometry, both for demonstrating algorithms, and for accompanying programming assignments. Finally, many intriguing possibilities exist in making an electronic book out of GASP. A user will then be able to sit on the network, capture an animation, and experiment with the algorithm.
We believe that reducing the e ort involved in creating animations will increase their proliferation. We hope that GASP is a rst step in the creation of animation systems for constrained domains. Visualization can apply to many focused enough domains such as topology, databases, and networks.
